Background: Monitoring the fate of implanted cells over time in an experimental animal may provide a new way to track the metastatic process. Lymph node metastase is of extremely importance for the prognostic prediction of gastric carcinoma. The aim of this study was to assess the feasibility of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), using micron-sized superparamagnetic iron oxide particles (MPIO), for monitoring of the fate of gastric cancer cells and detecting the migration of gastric cancer cells through the lymphatic system in a mouse model. Methods: SGC-7901 gastric cancer cells were labeled with green fluorescent MPIO. The cells were monitored in vitro at multiple time points by staining for iron-labeled cells and by flow cytometric detection of the fluorescent MPIO. MPIO-labeled cells were implanted subcutaneously into nude mice, and cellular MRI was performed at different time points until 35 days postinjection. Results: The potential for retention of the iron particles in vitro was evaluated. Our results showed that the labeling and uptake efficiency of MPIO reached 90.0% after 24 hrs of incubation, and a small percentage of cells that retained MPIO could be examined until 16 days after labeling. In vivo MRI-based tracking over several weeks in mice revealed regions of signal loss in the primary tumors for up to 5 weeks. Furthermore, small regions of signal void were detected in images of the inguinal lymph nodes in three mice at day 28 postinjection or later, and histological assays confirmed the presence of iron-labeled cancer cells. Conclusion: This study supports MPIO-based cell tracking is a useful tool for monitoring the fate of gastric cancer cells in mice over time, which may facilitate progress in understanding the mechanisms of early regional lymph node micrometastases.
Introduction
Gastric cancer is a leading cause of cancer-related deaths worldwide and is the second most common invasive cancer in China. 1, 2 Lymph node metastasis is a major factor that affects the prognosis of gastric cancer and, thus, a key criterion for deciding on treatment strategies. Endoscopic treatment might be a consideration in patients with EGC with negligible risk of lymph node metastasis. 3 Therefore, an accurate assessment of micrometastases in lymph nodes is important for early gastric cancer (EGC).
Currently, tracking cells in vivo by magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is common in preclinical models of disease. Cellular MRI offers the possibility to noninvasively track cells in vivo by using molecule-specific contrast agents. Superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles (SPIO) are widely used for cell imaging in previous studies, however large numbers of nanoparticles must be incorporated into the targeted cells to enable their detection by MRI, and the iron-label can be diluted beyond detectability in a short time in highly-proliferative cells. 4 Therefore, we try to use micron-sized superparamagnetic iron oxide particles (MPIO) to track gastric cancer cells and detect early lymph node micrometastases in this study. According to previous studies, MPIO have been successfully used to track a range of cells by MRI, [5] [6] [7] while little is known about their suitability for efficient labeling of gastric cancer cells and their effects on detecting early lymph node metastases. The aim of this study was to monitor of the fate of human gastric cancer cells within primary tumors and follow the migration of these cells to the regional lymph nodes.
Materials and methods

Cell culture and MPIO labeling
The human gastric cancer cell line SGC-7901 was obtained from the Fu Dan IBS Cell Center (Shanghai, China) and maintained in RPMI-1640 (Gibco, Paisley, UK) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (Gibco) and 1% penicillin-streptomycin at 37°C and 5% CO 2 in a humidifed atmosphere. For MPIO labeling, 1×10 6 cells were resuspended in standard growth medium and allowed to adhere for 24 hrs. After 24 hrs, the medium was replaced with a labeling medium containing MPIO (UMC3F, Bangs Laboratories, Fishers, IN) particles, and cells were incubated for an additional 24 hrs. The MPIO beads used in this study were dragon green fluorescent polystyrene-divinylbenzene coated particle (excitation: 480 nm, emission: 520 nm) with a mean diameter of 2.85 μm immersed in 9.8% magnetite (Fe 3 O 4 ) by weight.
In vitro studies
Varying dilutions of MPIO at doses of 12.3, 24.6, and 49.2 mg of iron/ml iron content were co-cultured within the culture medium to evaluate the uptake efficiency of SGC-7901 cells. To detect how MPIO were diluted with proliferation in vitro, the cells were harvested on days 1, 4, 7, 10, 13, and 16 after cultured in the labeling medium (n=3 culture dishes per time point). At each time point, cells were washed thoroughly with PBS (Gibco) to remove unincorporated MPIO from each dish, and cell viability was assessed using trypan blue exclusion. To monitor the iron concentrations in dividing cells, a cell sample was taken from each dish, centrifuged on microscopy slides, and stained for iron with Perls' Prussian blue (PPB). The number of iron-labeled cells and the total number of cells were observed in three different fields of view from each sample for each time point. To analyze and quantify the extent of MPIO labeling, we repeated this experiment using flow cytometry based on the green fluorescence associated with MPIO. Cell samples were collected by day 1, 4, 7, 10, 13, and 16 (n=3 culture dishes per time point). The results of MPIO labeling were examined with an inverted microscope (Leica DMI3000B, Leica Microsystems) and FACS Canto II flow cytometer (BD, Biosciences). The fluorescence signal of the MPIO beads' Dragon Green label was obtained by excitation with a 480-nm laser and detected using a 520/30 filter, and 1×10 7 events were acquired. At each time point, the iron content of the cells was assessed by examining the degree of fluorescence of the MPIO in each sample. Meanwhile, a sample of unlabeled SGC-7901 cells was also collected as the control group.
In Vivo Animal model
The experiments were performed in accordance with the Guidelines of the 
Image processing
For quantitative analysis, all the T2 mapping images were transferred to a dedicated post-processing workstation (AW4.6, advanced workstation 4.6, GE Healthcare). The T2 mapping color images were obtained automatically with Functool software in the workstation. Blue and green represent high T2 values, yellow represents medium T2 values, and red and orange are low T2 values. Regions of interest (ROIs) were manually drawn on the center slice of each tumor on T2 mapping images, and then T2 values of the corresponding tumors were analysed quantitatively. The average T2 values of all these tumors were measured independently by a radiologist (Chen J) who had 3 years of experience in MRI diagnosis.
Histology
The left and right inguinal lymph nodes and the primary tumors were harvested from the mice at necropsy and fixed in 10% buffered formalin overnight. Subsequently, tissue was dehydrated in 70% ethanol, and embedded in paraffin. Sections were then serially sliced at 4-μm thickness with the same orientation as the MR imaging and were stained with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) to visualize tumor and node morphology and PPB to visualize iron.
Statistical analysis
Quantitative data were analyzed and expressed as the mean ± SD. The means were compared using one-way analysis of variance with GraphPad Prism 6.0 (GraphPad Software Inc., La Jolla, CA, USA). P<0.05 was considered statistically significant.
Results
In vitro SGC-7901 cell labeling
SGC-7901 cells were labeled with MPIO in vitro experiment, and the labeling efficiency was assessed at days 1, 4, 7, 10, 13, and 16 after labeling by detecting the percentage of green fluorescence associated with the MPIO using flow cytometry. SGC-7901 cells rapidly take up the MPIO while maintaining high viability. In addition, it was observed that the average iron content of SGC-7901 cells reached a plateau after 24 hrs of incubation with MPIO at a concentration of 49.2 mg iron/ml ( Figure 1 ). The preservation of cell viability was monitored with a trypan blue dye exclusion test to evaluate the labeling of cells with MPIO. Trypan blue cell counting showed no significant difference in cell viability between iron-labeled cells and unlabeled cells. The labeling efficiency (at the day 1 time point) was 90.0% at a concentration of 49.2 mg iron/ ml. Thus, we used this concentration for subsequent injection into mice during the in vivo study. As the cells divided, the number of cells that contained iron particles decreased. The percentage of labeled cells decreased to 72.3% at day 4, 34.7% at day 7, 11.0% at day 10, 4.9% at day 13, and 0.9% at day 16.
The microscopy results detected at each time point were consistent with iron content analysis assessed by flow cytometry (Figure 2 ). Figure 2A shows the PPBstained cell samples detected at each time point. The results demonstrated the disappearance of intracellular iron from the rapidly dividing cells. Iron content detected by fluorescence microscopy also revealed similar results ( Figure 2B ). In addition, even after 16 days of cell division, the iron-labeled cells could still be detected by fluorescence microscopy as well as flow cytometry.
In vivo MRI of MPIO-labeled SGC-7901 cells MRI and histology of primary tumor
Nude mice in labeled group were subcutaneously injected with SGC-7901 cell suspensions to develop solid tumors. At day 7, all growing tumors had low signal intensity throughout on transverse T2-weighted fast spin-echo imaging (not shown). At day 14, large and obvious areas of signal loss were observed within the developing masses on coronal T2-weighted images of the MPIO-labeled tumors ( Figure 3A) . In mice imaged on day 21 postinjection, continued tumor growth as well as regions of signal loss were constantly observed. T2-weighted images acquired on day 28 showed that more of the tumor mass had intermediate or high signal intensity, while the regions of low signal persisted. In mice imaged on day 35 postinjection, signal loss was still observed in all the mice in the labeled group. In addition, these areas of signal loss were located mainly in the center of all of the growing masses ( Figure 3A) . None of the tumors that were injected with unlabeled SGC-7901 cell suspensions showed signal loss ( Figure 4A ).
After MRI scanning, the tumor masses were sectioned and stained with PPB. Figure 3B shows PPB-stained sections of the primary tumors at each time point. In mice sacrificed at day 14 postinjection, a large region of pigmentation was observed. Tumors dissected at days 21, 28 and 35 after MRI scanning showed evident tumor growth as well as variable pigmentation. These results demonstrate the presence of iron-labeled cells within the tumors that were observed in the previous MRI scans. Figure 4 shows the T2 mappings together with the MRI scans to highlight the signal intensities observed. The result showed a significant difference in T2 values in tumors labeled after 14, 21, 28 and 35 days (P<0.001, Figure 4C ). In addition, mice in the experimental group had significantly lower T2 values compared with those in the control group (P<0.001).
For iron-labeled tumors, the color of the tumors imaged on day 14 postinjection was red or orange. In addition, the average T2 value was 54.43 ms. At day 21, some regions of the tumor were blue, while the T2WI low signal regions were marked red on the T2 map. In addition, the average T2 value increased to 68.70 ms. The T2 mappings acquired on day 28 were yellow and blue with an average T2 value of 85.48 ms. At day 35, as the tumors became larger, the color of tumors was green on most image slices, but the regions of signal loss on T2WI were still yellow. The average T2 value of the images was 67.63 ms, probably since some of the tumors contained hemorrhage. In comparison, the color of unlabeled tumors from mice at days 14, 21, 28, and 35 postinjection was green or blue with an average T2 value of 74.83 ms, 72.05 ms, 66.50 ms, 113.70 ms. Although there was heterogeneous signal intensity in some regions, the T2 values for unlabeled tumors were significantly increased compared to the iron-labeled tumors (P<0.001).
MRI and histology of peripheral lymph nodes
In mice imaged at day 28 postinjection, signal loss was observed in the bilateral inguinal lymph nodes in two of the three mice. In mice imaged after 35 days of injection, signal loss was visible in the ipsilateral inguinal lymph node in one of the three mice. In addition, the PPB staining showed the existence of iron-positive cells in the same location as the nodes. In these mice, most of the nodes in the labeled group were obviously larger than the normal nodes, while some of the nodes appeared normal in size. There was no signal loss were observed in the lymph nodes of unlabeled mice.
In Figure 5 , it was found to contain SGC-7901 cancer cells in an ipsilateral inguinal node that showed a region of signal loss on MRI at day 35. Figure 5A shows a coronal T2 weight image of a mouse at 35 days of injection. There was a heterogeneous signal loss within the primary tumor. In Figure 5B , signal loss is detected in the inguinal node by MRI at day 35. PPB staining confirmed the presence of iron-labeled cancer cells in the node (Figure 5C and D) . The MRI and histology showed good correspondence. 
Discussion
MRI-based tracking is a hotly topic in recent years as a means of better understanding a range of diseases and potentially providing an early diagnosis. Most cellular MRI strategies in clinical trials are based on labeling with SPIO and ultrasmall (U)SPIO. Compared with USPIO and SPIO, MPIO provide a higher payload of iron oxide, which makes them an effective contrast agent for magnetic resonance imaging. A previous study reported that the number of cells labeled with MPIO was approximately threefold greater than those obtained with the best cell labeling strategies using nanometer-sized particles. 7 Furthermore, it has been demonstrated that single MPIO can be detected by MRI in vitro and in mouse embryos. 8 Our in vitro studies in dividing SGC-7901 cells achieved a higher labeling efficiency (90.0%), and iron could be detected for up to 16 days. Consistent with our study, in a study about breast cancer, Economopoulo et al reported that MPIO-labeled cells could still be detected after 14 days of cell division in vitro. 6 Accordingly, micron-sized particles generate a greater contrast effect when imaged by in vivo MRI and provide sensitivity to detect low levels of target.
MPIO have been widely used in experimental animal models of a range of important diseases, including multiple sclerosis, 9 atherosclerosis, 10-12 inflammation and cerebrovascular disorders. 5, 13 The use of MPIO as MRI agents allows early tracing of disease activity. Previous studies have rarely applied magnetic nanoparticles and cellular MRI to cell tracking of cancer cells since nanoparticles are progressively reduced with each cell division. Thus, it is difficult to use SPIO or USPIO to follow highly proliferating cells over long time periods. MPIO particles possess characteristics including high relaxivity, unappreciable sedimentation, and an inert polymer coat, all of which allow long-term studies of labeled cells and their progeny. A previous study showed that the infiltration of MPIOlabeled recipient immune cells could be detected by in vivo MRI for 100 days. 14 These characteristics of MPIO confer more advantages over SPIO or USPIO used for labeling cancer cells. In this study, signal loss owing to MPIO-labeled cells persisted for as long as 5 weeks in developing gastric tumors. This was much longer than we observed in vitro. By contrast, a study by Foster et al reported that the dilution of SPIO in fast-growing mouse melanoma (B16F10) cancer cells to below MRI detectable levels occurred within only 4 to 5 days after cell labeling. 15 This characteristic of MPIO, which makes it more capable than other iron oxide nanoparticles, may enable investigators to detect and track cancer cells for various applications, such as detection of micrometastases from the primary tumor or monitoring response to radiotherapy and chemotherapy. Consistent with a previous study, 6 our study showed that the MPIO-labeled cells made up less of the tumor mass and remained located together in one region of the tumor as the tumor became larger. According to their theory, the zone of iron-retaining cells might represent nonproliferative, or slowly cycling, cancer cells in these tumors, some of which may contribute to tumor recurrence or form late-developing metastases. Lymph node metastasis is one of the strongest predictor of survival for patients with early gastric cancer. For patients with EGC without lymph node metastasis, according to the Japanese guidelines, endoscopic resection or more limited lymphadenectomy, such as D1 or D1+, might be options. 16 However, various methods of preoperative diagnosis of gastric cancer, such as computed tomography (CT) scans, endoscopic ultrasonography (EUS), and positron emission tomography (PET), have limitations for N staging. [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] A meta-analysis by Luo et al showed that multidetector computed tomography (MDCT) was insufficient for detecting non-serosa-invasive GC (particularly for EGC) because of its low sensitivity. 22 Meanwhile, the criteria for diagnosing metastatic nodes on CT imaging is still controversial. The diagnostic yield of EUS is similar to MDCT with regard to preoperative N staging of gastric adenocarcinoma. 21 The diagnostic accuracy of standard MRI is also poor, 17 it is strictly confined to the detection of lymph nodes that are enlarged or irregular. Iron oxide nanoparticles have been used to detect lymph node metastases in preclinical and clinical trial for years, and studies demonstrated that USPIO useful in the diagnosis of regional lymph node metastases in gastric cancer. 23 According to the results of MRI monitoring and histopathological examination, our study demonstrated that the migration of iron-labeled gastric cancer cells from primary tumors to the peripheral lymph nodes could be detected by MRI in vivo. In mice imaged at day 28 and day 35 postinjection, signal loss on T2 weighted images that revealed the existence of iron-labeled cells in the lymph nodes was confirmed with PPB staining. This finding provides an improved understanding of the lymphatic spread of cancer and micrometastasis to lymph nodes in gastric cancer. And our study used MIPO as contrast agent will offer a new idea of earlier diagnosis of lymph node metastases in gastric cancer.
In the early stages of the experiment, we demonstrated that MPIO were readily endocytosed by gastric cancer cells and achieved a labelling efficiency of up to 90% after a relatively short co-incubation time of 24 h. The proliferation and metabolic activity of the labeled cells were similar to those of the unlabeled cells, demonstrating that MPIO labeling was nontoxic to these cells. Similar results have been obtained in previous studies. 15, 24, 25 Work in animal models indicates that MPIO have favorable blood clearance characteristics; 26 however, the inert polymer coat of the MPIO used in our experimental study might be most likely accumulate and persist in the reticuloendothelial system (RES) of cells within liver and spleen, thus precluding their clinical use. 9, 26 As PerezBalderas et al have reported, the monomeric MPIO unsuitable for use in man because of rapid sedimentation, slow degradation and mechanical retention in organs. 27 Fortunately, their study showed that multimeric MPIO might be a promising platform for the clinical use of molecular MRI contrast agents since they are non-toxic and are rapidly cleared and degraded. Moreover, a number of biodegradable MPIO are being developed, including MPIO with a coating of poly (lactide-co-glycolide) (PLGA) or cellulose, which have met with approval by US Food and Drug Administration. 28 Our study has some limitations that need to be considered. First, our study was limited by the small number of experimental animals. Despite the limited sample size, the current experiment demonstrates the applicability of MPIO as potent molecular MR contrast agents for use in studies on monitoring the fate of gastric cancer cells and detecting early lymph node metastases. Second, by adding MPIO beads directly to the media that contained the SGC-7901 gastric cancer cells in vitro, we bypassed the normal steps of intravenous administration of contrast agents. Thus, our future research will investigate how to label tumor cells in situ with target-specific MPIO. Third, since distribution of signal loss was heterogeneous on MRI, hand-drawn ROIs on one axial image of the tumor may have led to sampling bias. Therefore, for an objective analysis, the averageT2 values of each primary tumor with the maximum diameter were measured on the axial image.
Conclusions
Although the application of MPIO in gastric cancer cell tracking and early lymph node metastasis detection is still limited to the animal experimental stages, it has shown great potential. Our initial experience has shown the ability of MPIO for in vivo molecular MRI monitoring of the fate of gastric cancer cells over long periods of time, which may help future studies of the progression and metastasis of gastric cancer. Moreover, by demonstrating the signal loss within regional lymph nodes in MPIOlabeled mouse model with the use of MRI, this study may provide an improved understanding of the lymphatic spread of gastric cancer and will provide the opportunity for early detection of small numbers of metastatic cells in lymph nodes.
